THE POWER TO SAVE LIVES WITH THE SQUEEZE OF A TRIGGER

Meet TEAM’s Top Guns. Powerful pneumatic impact rescue tools delivering life saving performance, dependability, superior quality and exceptional value. TOP GUN is our line of pneumatic extra heavy duty industrial rated tools, a rating reserved for tools designed for assembly production work and built to last under extreme conditions. The Top Gun line operates under working pressures ranging between 90 – 300 psi. Operating pressure can be increased to 300 psi for extremely difficult situations. We sincerely believe our pneumatic rescue tools to be the best in the business, and once you compare ours with any others, we think you’ll agree.

Power, Performance, Dependability, TEAM TOP GUN KITS Available Through Dealers Nationwide.

PNEUMATIC IMPACT RESCUE TOOLS THAT GIVE YOU TOP GUN PERFORMANCE
THE BEST ENTRY LEVEL AIR CHISEL RESCUE KIT ON THE MARKET!

Thousands in service since its introduction in 1985. Two automotive quality air hammers in each kit. Use the second as a back up.

At 90 PSI operating pressure, these air hammers do a good job for basic rescue involving cutting body metal of vehicles (doors, roofs and fenders). In extremes, pressure can be increased to cut through heavier materials.

The **TEAM T3500Mkit** is a completely portable “go anywhere” package that can assist rescue operations at a very affordable price. Compare this product to any entry level chisel kit on the market and you will agree it is an exceptional value.

**Complete kit contains:**
- Two Automotive heavy duty air hammers
- High pressure regulator — can be used with both 2216 psi and 4500 psi air cylinders
- Five assorted chisels — 16” 250 psi working pressure hose with quick connect couplings at both ends
- Can of tool oil
- Plastic case
- Operating instructions

**Dimensions:** L-21” x W-10” x H-11”. Weight of complete kit - 30 lbs.

**Warranty:**
One year on air hammer, pressure regulator, hose, and carrying case. Tools are standard .401 shank body shop tools and are available locally or through TEAM Equipment. At 90 psi, a standard air cylinder will last approximately 4 minutes. Training sessions should be conducted regularly to familiarize personnel with the tools’ capabilities.

---

**TEAM**

**IW425HD Impact Wrench**

1/2” Square Drive 5/8” Bolt Capacity.
This heavy duty industrial rated wrench is good for auto mobile extrication and all industrial applications. It is ideal for assembly work and it is also designed for production use. Additionally, it uses spring steel hammer housing for longer wear.

**TS12S Socket Set**
Sockets: Sockets are 6 point deep well, manufactured from chrome moly steel, an exceptionally tough grade of steel designed to absorb shock without cracking. This grade of steel is softer than the impact anvil so will not wear the expensive drive end of the anvil.

**Sockets Supplied:**
1 ea. Metric sizes - 12 mm, 13mm, 14mm, 15mm, 19mm, 21mm (red)
1 ea. 6” Extension for longer reach. The sizes supplied are the most common used for auto extrication.

**IW425HD Specifications**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Specification</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Square Drive</td>
<td>1/2”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Free Speed</td>
<td>8000 rpm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Torque Range</td>
<td>50-425 ft. lbs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hose Size</td>
<td>3/8”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Length</td>
<td>7 1/4”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weight</td>
<td>6 1/4 lbs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Air Consumption</td>
<td>5 cfm</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
At 2,200 powerful blows per minute, the Top Gun TG5000XHP PRO will make easy work on auto and bus extrications, cutting sheet metal, door hinges, Nader pins, A & B posts and more.... At operating pressure of 90 - 300 psi, this air hammers kit will handle the toughest extrications, breaches or any thing else you put in its path. This kit is comprised of extra heavy duty industrial rated tools, a rating reserved for tools designed for assembly production work and built to last under the most extreme conditions.

**TOP GUN TG5000XHP PRO**  Air Hammer Kit is a completely portable package “go anywhere” that can attack rescue operations in an aggressive way at a very affordable price. Compare the TEAM TOP GUN TG5000XHP PRO to any other air hammer kits on the market and you will agree TEAM pneumatic air hammer kits are truly TOP GUN in performance and value.

**Complete kit contains:** (1 each of the following) TOP GUN TG5000XHP PRO Air Hammer, T501G High pressure regulator with gauge guard for use with both 2216 psi and 4500 psi air cylinders, IW425HD Impact Wrench, Safety/Tool Retainer, T16 Air hose 16’ with working pressure of 300 psi and quick connect couplings, heat treated .401 shank tool bits, T10 - Air tool oil, Heavy Duty Case Set of operating instructions. (2 each of the following) TCM11-11” Curved chisel (the most common tool used for A & B posts, door hinges, Nader pins, roof supports and heavier metals), T4- 7” Popular double-edged panel cutter used for cutting through lighter metals (doors, roofs, trunks), TFM11-11” Flat chisel (used for breaking bolts and for chipping masonry and concrete materials). Weight of complete kit – 32 lbs.

**Warranty:** One year on air hammer, pressure regulator, hose, and carrying case. Tools are standard .401 shank body shop tools and are available locally or through TEAM Equipment. At 90 psi, a standard air cylinder will last approximately 4 minutes. Training sessions should be conducted regularly to familiarize with operation.

---

The Top Gun TG4000HP PRO features the TG4000HP PRO heavy duty air hammer, a step down from our most powerful TG5000HP PRO. With a smaller piston (1/2”) and shorter stroke (3”), the tool delivers 2160 blows per minute developing enough power for most auto extrications involving cutting sheet metal, door hinges and A & B posts. The TG4000HP PRO air hammer is industrial rated for medium to heavy duty assembly and production work. Though less powerful than the TEAM TG5000HP PRO, it is an excellent quality product designed for most extrication situations.

**Complete kit contains:** 1 ea. TG4000HP PRO – Heavy duty air hammer – 1 ea. T501G - High pressure regulator - Same as TG5000HP PRO Kit – Heavy duty 401 shank tool bits, heat treated for strength and durability. (Can be re-sharpened when dull.) – 2 ea. TCM11-11” Curved chisel – the most common tool used for A & B posts, door hinges, Nader pins, roof supports and heavier metals. – 1 ea. T4- 7” Popular double-edged panel cutter for cutting through lighter metals (doors, roofs, trunks) – Safety/Tool Retainer – 1 ea. TFM 11-11” Flat chisel – used for breaking bolts and light chipping applications – 1 ea. T10 - Air tool oil – 1 ea. TPC26 – Heavy Duty Case 26” x 111/2” x 111/2” – 1 Set of operating instructions. – Weight of complete kit - 29 lbs.